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1. INTRODUCTION
w xSilnikov studied in 12]14 the bifurcation from homoclinic orbits to
periodic orbits of perturbed ordinary differential systems. Silnikov’s results
w xhave been extended to the infinite dimensional case by other authors 3, 4 .
All these authors studied this problem from a geometrical point of view, by
considering the Poincare map as a combination of a rigid map along a´
homoclinic orbit on a bounded, large, time interval, and a map defined in a
1 This work was carried out in The Institute of Applied Mathematics, Comenius University,
Bratislava, Slovakia with support from the J. William Fulbright Foundation.
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small, open neighborhood of a fixed point. A functional analytic approach
w xbased on the method of Lyapunov]Schmidt has been used by Lin 10 , who
w xfollowed a method developed first by Chow, Hale, and Mallet-Paret 5 and
w xPalmer 11 , so that he could deal with periodic orbits. This approach
allowed Lin to obtain stronger results than Silnikov’s, showing the effec-
tiveness of the method.
In the present work, we consider the case of a singular perturbation.
Specifically, we consider equations which take the following equivalent
forms
e x s f x q e f x , e , t , 1aŽ . Ž . Ž .˙ 0 1
x s f x q e f x , e , e t , 1bŽ . Ž . Ž .˙ 0 1
n q Ž .with x g R , e g R s 0, ‘ .
Ž .We make the following assumptions about 1 :
Ž . 3i f and f are C in all arguments.0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii f 0 s 0 and the eigenvalues of Df 0 lie off the imaginary0 0
axis.
Ž .iii The unperturbed equation has a homoclinic solution. That is,
Ž . Ž .there exists a differentiable function t “ g t such that lim g t st “q‘
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..lim g t s 0 and g t s f g t .˙t “y‘ 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv f x, e , t q 2 s f x, e , t for t g R.1 1
The problem of bifurcation from homoclinic to periodic orbits was
w x Ž .considered in 1 for the system 1 when the intersection of the stable and
unstable manifolds of the fixed point was only the homoclinic orbit g . The
w xfollowing result was shown in 1 .
Ž .THEOREM A. Suppose that in 1 the stable and unstable manifolds of the
origin meet in dimension one. Then there exists a function M: R “ R, denoted
Ž . Ž . XŽ .a “ M a , with the property that if M a s 0 and M a / 0, then there0 0
exists e ) 0 such that for e¤ery integer m G 1, there is a continuous function0
Ž . Ž .qc : 0, e “ R with the properties that lim c e s a uniformly in mm 0 e “ 0 m 0
Ž . Ž .and that 1 has a 2m-periodic solution g t, e satisfyingm
y1sup g t , e y g e t y c e s O eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m
ymFtFm
uniformly in m.
The purpose of this paper is to study this problem of bifurcation when
the intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds is arbitrary. The
w x w xmethod of proof is based on 1 and 9 where the bifurcation of homoclinic
Ž .orbits of 1 is investigated for the arbitrary dimension of this intersection.
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The main result of this paper is Theorem 10 below, which is equivalent to
the following.
Ž .THEOREM B. The conditions for bifurcation of homoclinic orbits of 1
w x Ž .deri¤ed in 9 ensure also the bifurcation of periodic orbits of 1 ; i.e., there
dy1 q d Ž .is a quadratic function M: R = R = R “ R denoted a , b , e “
Ž . Ž . Ž .M a , b , e such that, if M a , b , e s 0 for some a , b , e and0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž .D M a , b , e is nonsingular, then a bifurcation to periodic orbits ofŽa , b . 0 0 0
Ž .1 occurs with all periods 2m, m g N.
2. THE VARIATIONAL EQUATION
We begin by considering the unperturbed equation
x s f x . 2Ž . Ž .˙ 0
Ž . s uFor 2 , we adopt the standard notation W , W for the stable and
Ž s.unstable manifolds, respectively, of the origin, and d s dim W , d ss u
Ž u.dim W . Since x s 0 is a hyperbolic equilibrium, g must approach the
origin along W s as t “ q‘ and along W u as t “ y‘. Thus, g lies on
W s l W u.
By the variational equation along g we mean the linear differential
equation
u t s Df g t u t . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˙ 0
Ž Ž .. Ž .Observe that as t “ "‘, Df g t “ Df 0 , a hyperbolic matrix. Thus,0 0
w x Ž .the following result taken from 8 yields two solutions for 3 }one
solution for t G 0 and one for t F 0.
Ž . w .LEMMA 1. Let t “ A t be a matrix ¤alued function continuous on 0, ‘
and suppose there exists a constant matrix, A , with Jordan form J and a0
< Ž . < 3atscalar a ) 0 such that sup A t y A e - ‘. Then there exists at G 0 0
Ž .fundamental solution, X, to the differential equation x s A t x such that˙
w Ž . yt J x 2 atsup X t e y C e - ‘ for some constant matrix C.t G 0
Our next result matches at t s 0 the two solutions provided by the
preceding lemma. This next theorem and its proof are a slight extension of
w xa theorem in 8 .
Ž s. Ž u. Ž .THEOREM 2. Let d s dim W , d s dim W for 2 and let I , Is u s u
denote the identity matrices of order d , d , respecti¤ely. There exists a funda-s u
Ž .mental solution, U, for 3 along with a nonsingular matrix C, constants
M ) 0, K ) 0, and four projections P , P , P , P such that P q P q0 s s su u s uu ss su
P q P s I and such that the following hold:u s uu
Ž . < Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 < 2 M Ž syt .i U t P q P U s F K e for 0 F s F t,s s u s 0
Ž . < Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 < 2 M Ž tys.ii U t P q P U s F K e for 0 F t F s,su uu 0
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Ž . < Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 < 2 M Ž tys.iii U t P q P U s F K e for t F s F 0,s s su 0
Ž . < Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 < 2 M Ž syt .iv U t P q P U s F K e for s F t F 0,u s uu 0
y1 I 0 y1 2 M tsŽ . < Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . <v sup U t P q P U t y C C e - ‘,t G 0 s s u s 0 0
y1 0 0 y1 2 M tŽ . < Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . <vi sup U t P q P U t y C C e - ‘,0 It G 0 su uu u
y1 0 0 y1 y2 M tŽ . < Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . <vii sup U t P q P U t y C C e - ‘,0 It F 0 s s su u
y1 I 0 y1 y2 M tsŽ . < Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . <viii sup U t P q P U t y C C e - ‘.t F 0 u s uu 0 0
Also, rank P s rank P s d for some positi¤e integer d.s s uu
y1 Ž .Proof. Let S be a matrix such that J s S Df 0 S is in Jordan form
J 01Ž . Ž .with J s , where the eigenvalues of J satisfy R l F y3M while0 J 1 i2
Ž .those of J satisfy R l G 3M for some M ) 0. From Lemma 1, there2 i
Ž .exist two fundamental solutions, A and B, for 3 and a constant matrix C
such that
yt J 2 M tsup A t e y C e - 0,Ž .
tG0
yt J y2 M tsup B t e y C e - 0.Ž .
tF0
Ž . Ž .Since these are both fundamental solutions, we can write A t s B t R
for some constant matrix R. We now operate on R by means of elemen-
tary column operations. The objective is to obtain AQ s BR with Q
upper-triangular and R such that the first nonzero entry in each column is
one, with each column-leading one in a different row.
Suppose we have reached the point where the transformed R has the
following property: there exist distinct integers j , j , . . . , j such that1 2 sy1
r s 0 if i - k ,i jk
r s 1,k jk
 4r s 0 for 1 F i - s y 1, k f j , j , . . . , j .i k 1 2 sy1
 4In row s, pick the minimum j f j , . . . , j such that p / 0. Such as 1 sy1 s js
j must exist as R is nonsingular. Now divide column j by r so nows s s js
r s 1.s js
 4Next, use column operations to get r s 0 for j f j , j , . . . , j . Notices j 1 2 s
we need operate only on columns to the right of column j .s
Continuing this process through s s n yields a nonsingular, upper-trian-
Ž . Ž .gular constant matrix Q such that A t Q s B t R, where R has the
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Ž .property that, given j, 1 F j F n, there exists s j defined by j s is Ž i.
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that s i / s j for i / j, r s 0 for i - s j , and r s 1.i j s Ž j., j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Define U t s A t Q s B t R and define four projection matrices with
all zero entries except as follows,
P s 1 if i F d and s i ) d ,Ž . Ž .s s s si i
P s 1 if i F d and s i F d ,Ž . Ž .u s s si i
P s 1 if i ) d and s i ) d ,Ž . Ž .su s si i
P s 1 if i ) d and s i F d .Ž . Ž .uu s si i
Since Q is upper-triangular, we can write
Qy1 yQy1Q Qy1Q Q 11 11 12 2211 12 y1Q s and Q s ,y1ž /0 Q ž /0 Q22 22
where Q is a d = d submatrix. We also have11 s s
I 0sP q P s .s s u s ž /0 0
These results yield
y1U t P q P U sŽ . Ž . Ž .s s u s
y1y1s A t Q P q P Q A sŽ . Ž . Ž .s s u s
t J1 I yQ Qy1 ys J1e 0 e 0 y1yt J s Js 12 22s A t e e A sŽ . Ž .t J ys Jž / ž /ž /2 20 e 0 e0 0
Ž tys. J t J y1 ys J1 1 2e ye Q Q e y1yt J s J12 22s A t e e A s .Ž . Ž .ž /0 0
The expressions in square brackets are bounded for t G 0, s G 0. We
< Ž tys. J1 < y2 M Ž tys. 2 M Ž syt .can choose K such that e F K e s K e when t y s1 1 1
< t J1 < y2 M tG 0. In addition, for t G 0 we can find K such that e F K e and2 2
< yt J2 < y2 M t 2 M t Ž .e F K e F K e . This proves i . Setting t s s in the preceding2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .equation and taking the limit yields v . Parts ii and vi follow in a
similar manner using
0 0
P q P s .su uu 0 Iž /u
Ž .We now turn to iii . If we interchange columns of R so that column j
Ž .moves to column s j , the result is a matrix with zeros above the diagonal.
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ˆIn terms of matrices, there exists W such that R s RW is lower-triangular.
The matrix P q P consists of ones on the diagonal precisely whens s su
y1 0 0Ž . Ž . Ž .s j ) d . This means that W P q P W s .0 Is s s su u
Combining these results yields
0 0y1 y1yt J t J y1 ys J s Jˆ ˆU t P q P U s s B t e e R R e e B s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s s su 0 Iž /u
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Parts iii and vi follow from this; a similar argument yields iv and vii .
w xIn the language of dichotomies 6 , we see that Theorem 2 provides a
two-sided exponential dichotomy. For t “ y‘, an exponential dichotomy
is given by the fundamental solution U and the projection P q P , whileu s uu
for t “ q‘, such is given by U and P q P .s s u s
Let u denote column j of U and assume these are numbered so thatj
I 0 0 0 0 0d d d d
P s , P s .0 0 0 0 I 0uu ssd d d d 0  00 0 0 0 0 0
Here, I denotes the d = d identity matrix and 0 denotes the d = d zerod d
matrix.
Ž . Ž sLet P s g 0 . From stable manifold theory, we have d s dim T W lP
u.T W , so that construction of a solution as in Theorem 2 provides aP
method for computing the dimension of intersection of the invariant
w xmanifolds. This is illustrated in the examples of 7, 8 .
H Ž . ² H Ž . Ž .:For each i s 1, . . . , n, we define u t by u t , u t s d . Thei i j i j
vectors uH can be computed from the formula U H t s Uy1, where U Hi
denotes the matrix with uH as column j. Differentiating UU H t s I, wej
˙ H t ˙H t ˙H y1 ˙ H t t t HŽ . Ž .obtain UU q UU s 0, so that U s y U UU s yDf g U .
Thus, U H is the adjoint of U.
Ž .The function g is always a solution to the variational equation 3 . If g˙ ˙
appears as a column of U, we shall assume u s g . In general, we shall˙2 d
² H :always assume u , g / 0.˙2 d
Let M be as in Theorem 2. Fix m g Zq and, for each e g Rq, define
the following Banach spaces:
0 w x nZ s C ymre , mre , R ,Ž .e
Z p s z g Z : z ymre s z mre . 4Ž . Ž .e e
5 5We take as norm, ? , the supremum.e
Integration of the inequalities in Theorem 2 yields the following result.
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Ž .THEOREM 3. Let U be the solution to 3 along with the projections
P , P , P , P as in Theorem 2. Then there exists a constant A ) 0 suchss su u s uu
that, for any e ) 0 and any z g Z , the following hold:e
Ž . t < Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . < 5 5 w xi H U t P q P U s z s ds F A z for t g 0, mre ,e0 s s u s
Ž . m re < Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . < 5 5 w xii H U t P q P U s z s ds F A z for t g 0, mre ,et su uu
Ž . 0 < Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . < 5 5 w xiii H U t P q P U s z s ds F A z for t g ymre , 0 ,et s s su
Ž . t < Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . < 5 5iv H U t P q P U s z s ds F A z foreym re u s uu
w xt g ymre , 0 .
Now consider the nonhomogeneous equation
z s Df g z q h. 4Ž . Ž .˙ 0
THEOREM 4. Let U, P , P be as in Theorem 2. There exist e ) 0,s s uu 0
Ž xA ) 0, such that for e¤ery e g 0, e , there exists a linear function L :0
n 5 5 y2 M m reZ “ R with P L F Ae and with the property that if h g Ze uu e
satisfies
mre y1P U t h t dt q P L h s 0,Ž . Ž .H uu uu
ymre
Ž . p Ž .y1 Ž .then 4 has a unique solution in z g Z satisfying P U 0 z 0 s 0.e s s
5 5 5 5Moreo¤er, there is a constant B such that the solution z satisfies z F B h .e e
Proof. Given h g Z , we use variation of constants to construct thee
Ž .following two solutions to 4 :
y1z t s U t P j q U t P q P U ymre wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 su 1 u s uu 1
t y1q U t P q P U s h s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H s s su
0
t y1q U t P q P U s h s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H u s uu
ymre
y1z t s U t P j q U t P q P U mre wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 u s 2 su uu 2
t y1q U t P q P U s h s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H s s u s
0
mre y1y U t P q P U s h s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H su uu
t
Ž .y1 Ž .Here, j , j , w , w are arbitrary. Each z satisfies P U 0 z 0 s 0.1 2 1 2 i s s
Ž . w x Ž . w xWe consider z t for t g ymre , 0 , z t for t g 0, mre , and join these1 2
solutions at t s 0 to obtain a single solution in Z p.e
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Ž . Ž .The condition z 0 y z 0 s 0 decomposes into the three equations1 2
mrey1 y1P j y P U mre w q P U s h s ds s 0, 5aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hsu 1 su 2 su
0
0y1 y1P U ymre w q P U s h s ds y P j s 0, 5bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hu s 1 u s u s 2
ymre
y1 y1P U ymre w y P U mre wŽ . Ž .uu 1 uu 2
mre y1q P U s h s ds s 0. 5cŽ . Ž . Ž .H uu
ymre
Ž . Ž .We solve 5a , 5b for P j , P j , respectively, substitute into thesu 1 u s 2
Ž . Ž .equation z ymre y z mre s 0, and rearrange terms to get the equa-1 2
tion
I 0 0 0s y1 y1q R e C w q y q R e C w s C e , h ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 20 Iž / ž /u0 0
6Ž .
where the matrix C is taken from Theorem 2 and
I 0y1 sy1 y1R e s C U ymre P q P U ymre y C CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 u s uu ž /0 0
y1yU mre P U ymre C ,Ž . Ž .u s
0 0y1y1 y1R e s C yU mre P q P U mre q C CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 su uu 0 Iž /u
y1qU ymre P U mre C ,Ž . Ž .su
0 y1CC e , h s U ymre P q P U s h s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H s s su
ymre
mre y1q U mre P q P U s h s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H s s u s
0
mre y1q U ymre P U s h s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H su
0
0 y1q U mre P U s h s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .H u s
ymre
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< Ž . < Ž y2 M m re .Using Theorem 2, we see that each R e s O e , and fromi
< Ž . < 5 5 Ž .Theorem 3, C e , h s h O 1 . If we writee
uu 0 11y1 y1C w s , C w s , u s ,1 2 yu u2 20
Ž .where u , u are of order d , d , respectively, 6 becomes1 2 s u
I 0 0 0sI q R e y R e u s C e , h .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 0 Iž / ž /u0 0
There exists e ) 0 so that the coefficient matrix of u in the preceding0
equation is invertible whenever 0 - e F e . In this case, the equation can0
Ž . < <be solved for u, which leads to functions w s w e , h such that w si i i
5 5 Ž .h O 1 .e
Ž . Ž .We have now satisfied 5a , 5b and the condition that our solution be
p Ž .in Z . The remaining condition is 5c , which takes the forme
mre y1P U s h s ds q P L h s 0,Ž . Ž .H uu uu
ymre
where
y1 y1L h s U ymre w e , h y U mre w e , h .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
It follows from the properties of the w ’s and Theorem 2 thati
5 5 5 5 y2 M m reP L h s h O e .Ž .euu
Using the preceding result, we define a closed linear subspace Z ;e
Z bye
mre y1
Z s z g Z : P U t z t dt q P L z s 0 .Ž . Ž .He e uu uu½ 5ymre
m pWe can define a variation of constants map K : Z “ Z by takinge e e
mŽ . p Ž . Ž .y1 mŽ .Ž .K h to be the unique solution in Z to 4 satisfying P U 0 K h 0e e s s e
5 m 5s 0. Furthermore, the norm K is independent of m and e .e
3. PERTURBATION THEORY
Ž .Our objective is to find periodic solutions to 1 . We shall think of the
homoclinic solution, g , as a periodic solution of infinite period and seek
periodic solutions of very large period which in some sense are near g .
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Ž .By hypothesis, the function f in 1a is periodic of period 2 so the1
Ž . Ž .vector field in 1b has period 2re . We shall look for solutions to 1b of
period 2mre for m s 1, 2, . . . . In other words, we look for solutions to
Ž . p1b in Z .e
For m g N, define the function b : R dy1 = Rq“ R n bym
b b , e s g ymre y g mreŽ . Ž . Ž .m
dy1
q b u ymre y u mre ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i iqd iqd
is1
where u is column j of the solution, U, from Theorem 2. Note thatj
yM m reb b , e s O e . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .m
Ž .In 1b , we now make the change of variable
dy1a e
x t q s g t q z t q b u t q b b , e t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i iqd mž /e 2mis1
m a mp Ž . ŽThe function b is constructed so that if z g Z , then x q s x ym e e e a
a a.q . We have introduced a phase shift of between the homoclinice e
solution g and the periodic solution x. The idea is to make the above
Ž . pchange of variable in 1b and then seek solutions for small z g Z .e
The equation for z is
z t s Df g t z t q g m z t , a , b , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .˙ 0 e
where
g m x , a , b , tŽ .e
dy1 e
s f x q g t q b u t q b b , e tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý0 i iqd mž /2mis1
dy1 e
y f g t y b u t y b b , e y Df g t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .˙Ý0 i iqd m 02mis1
dy1 e
q e f x q g t q b u t q b b , e t , e , e t q a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 i iqd mž /2mis1
Using g m, we define a C 3 function Gm: Z = R = R dy1 “ Z bye e e e
mŽ .Ž . mŽ Ž . .G z, a , b t s g z t , a , b , t , so the equation for z can be writtene e
z s Df g z q Gm z , a , b . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ 0 e
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Ž . mUsing 7 , it is straightforward to verify the following properties of G :e
Gm 0, a , 0 s e f g , 0, a q O e 2 , 9aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .e 1
D Gm 0, a , 0 s eD f g , 0, a q O e 2 , 9bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 e 1 1
D Gm 0, a , 0 s D2 f g q O e , 9cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .11 e 0
› Gme yM m re0, a , 0 s O e , 9dŽ . Ž . Ž .
›bj
› Gme 2D 0, a , 0 s D f g u q O e , 9eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 jqd›bj
› 2 Gme 20, a , 0 s D f g u u q O e . 9fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 jqd kqd›b ›bk j
The following additional properties of Gm follow in a straightforwarde
manner from the definition of g m.e
Ž .LEMMA 5. a Gi¤en h ) 0, there exists r ) 0, d ) 0, and e ) 0 such0
that
mD G z , a , b F h ,Ž .1 e
5 5 5 5if z F r, b - d , and 0 - e F e .e 0
Ž .b Gi¤en r ) 0, d ) 0, e ) 0, there exists A ) 0 such that0
mD G z , a , b F A ,Ž .3 e
5 5 < <if z F r, b F d , 0 - e F e .e 0
Ž .Our procedure will be to use the method of Lyapunov]Schmidt in 8 .
The next result provides an appropriate projection.
LEMMA 6. Let U, d be as in Theorem 2 and let L be as in Theorem 4.
Ž x mThere exists e ) 0 and, for each e g 0, e , a projection P : Z “ Z0 0 e e e
such that:
Ž . 5 m 5 Ž xi P - B for some B ) 0 and all e g 0, e ,e 0
Ž . m m re Ž .y1 Ž .ii P z s 0 if and only if H P U t z t dt q P L z s 0,e ym re uu uu
mŽ . Ž .iii Im I y Ł s Z .e e
Proof. Let u denote column j of U and let f : R “ R be a smoothj
‘ Ž . < Ž . Ž . <positive function such that H f t dt s 2 and sup f t u t - B for ally‘ t j
m re Ž .j and some B ) 0. Choose e ) 0 so that H f t dt G 1 when e g0 ym re
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Ž x Ž . Ž . m re Ž .0, e , and then define f t s f t rH f t dt. Note that we have0 e ym re
m re Ž . < Ž . Ž . < Ž xH f t dt s 1 and sup f t u t F B when e g 0, e .ym re e t e j 0
Ž . w Ž .xNow define a d = d matrix A e s a e byi j
a e s L f u , 1 F i F d , 1 F j F d.Ž . Ž .i j e j i
< Ž . < Ž y2 M m re .We have a e s O e .i j
Ž . dGiven z g Z , we define p z g R ase
mre H² :p z s u t , z t dt q L z , 1 F i F d,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ii i
ymre
so that
mre y1P U t z t dt q P L z s p z , . . . , p z , 0, . . . , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H uu uu 1 d
ymre
Now consider the equation
I q A e a s p z ,Ž . Ž .
where I is the d = d identity matrix and a g R d. By decreasing e if0
1< Ž . < Ž .necessary, we can assume A e F for 0 - e F e , so then I q A e is02
w Ž .xy1 Ž .invertible and we can write a s I q A e p z .
n Ž .Let a g R denote a , . . . , a , 0, . . . , 0 and define1 d
P z t s f t U t P a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e e uu
mIt is straightforward to verify that P has the required properties.e
Now consider the equation
z s Df g z q I y P m Gm z , a , b . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˙ 0 e e
mŽ .We shall solve this equation for z s c a , b . The bifurcation equatione
is then
P mGm c m a , b , a , b s 0.Ž .Ž .e e e
THEOREM 7. Let U and d be as in Theorem 2. Then there exists e ) 0, a
dy1 m Ž xneighborhood V ; R of the origin, and a function H : R = V = 0, e
d Ž . mŽ .“ R denoted a , b , e “ H a , b , e with the following properties:
Ž . m 3 Ž .i H is C in a , b .
Ž . mŽ . Ž .ii If H a , b , e s 0, then 1b has a solution of period 2mre
satisfying
< <sup x t y g t y are s O e q b .Ž . Ž . Ž .
m my FtFe e
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1 m ‘ HŽ . < Ž . ² Ž . Ž Ž . .: < Ž .iii H a , 0, e y H u t , f g t , 0, a dt s O e .i y‘ i 1e
1 › H m ‘ HiŽ . < Ž . ² Ž . Ž Ž . .: < Ž .iv a , 0, e y H u t , D f g t , 0, a dt s O e .y‘ i 3 1e ›a
› H miŽ . < Ž . < Ž .v a , 0, e s O e .›b j
› 2H m ‘ H 2iŽ . < Ž . ² Ž . : < Ž .vi a , 0, e y H u , D f g u u dt s O e .y‘ i 0 dqj dqk›b ›bk j
Proof. For fixed m, e , consider the function F m: Z = R = R dy1 “ Z pe e e
defined by
F m z , a , b s K m I y P m Gm z , a , b .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .e e e e
m Ž . pA fixed point of F is a solution to 10 in Z . Using Lemma 5 and thee e
fact that K m, P m are bounded uniformly in m and e , we can find r ) 0,e e
m5 Ž .5 5 5 < <d ) 0, e ) 0, so that D F z, a , b F 1r3 if z F r, b F d , e F e .e1 e
m5 Ž .5 5 5 < <By Lemma 5, D F z, a , b is bounded for z F r, b - d , e F e .e2 e
Ž .Thus, decreasing each of e , d if necessary and using 9a , we can assume
5 mŽ .5 5 mŽ .5 5 5 < <F 0, a , 0 F rr3 and D F z, a , b d F rr3 if z F r, b - d ,ee 3 e
e F e .
w x Ž . mŽ .Consider the function f : 0, 1 “ Z defined by f s s F sz, a , sb ,e e
Ž .where z, a , b are fixed. We have
1 XmF z , a , b s f 0 q f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .He
0
s F m 0, a , 0Ž .e
1 m mq D F sz , a , sb z q D F sz , a , sb b ds.Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 e 3 e
0
5 mŽ .5 5 5Taking norms in this equation yields F z, a , b F r when z F r,ee
< <b F d , e F e .
Ž xIf we now fix e g 0, e , we can apply the uniform contraction mapping
m Ž . Ž . p Ž .principle to the function F : B 0 = R = B 0 “ Z , where B 0 ; Z ,e r d e r e
Ž . dy1B 0 ; R are closed halls of radius r, d , respectively, each with centerd
m Ž . pat the origin. This yields a function c : R = B 0 “ Z such thate d e
c m a , b s F m c m a , b , a , b . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e e e
m mŽ .We need to establish some properties of c . First, since c a , b ge e
Ž .B 0 ,r
mc a , b F r . 12Ž . Ž .e e
Ž . m mUsing 9a and the fact that F , P are bounded uniformly in m, e , wee e
5 mŽ .5 Ž .can find A such that F 0, a , 0 F Ae . Now fix e , a and define f s se
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mŽ mŽ . .F sc a , 0 , a , 0 . We havee e
1 Xm mc a , 0 s F c a , 0 , a , 0 s f 1 s f 0 q f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . He e e
0
1m m m ms F 0, a , 0 q D F sc a , 0 , a , 0 c a , 0 ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .He 1 e e e
0
5 mŽ Ž . .5Taking norms and using D F sc a , 0 , a , 0 F 1r3, we get1 e e
1m mc a , 0 F Ae q c a , 0 ,Ž . Ž .e e3e e
so that
mc a , 0 s O e . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .e e
Ž .Differentiating 11 , we get
›c m ›c me em ma , 0 s D F c a , 0 , a , 0 a , 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 e e›b ›bj j
› F me mq c a , 0 , a , 0 .Ž .Ž .e›bj
Ž . Ž . 5w m xŽ mŽ . .5 Ž .Using 9 and 13 , we have › F r›b c a , 0 , a , 0 s O e so that,ee j e
since
m mD F c a , 0 , a , 0 F 1r3,Ž .Ž .1 e e
we get
m›ce
a , 0 s O e . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .
›bj e
In a similar way we get
2 m› ce
a , 0 s O 1 , 15aŽ . Ž . Ž .
›b ›bk j e
m›ce
a , 0 s O e . 15bŽ . Ž . Ž .
›a e
Ž . Ž .Note that each of 13 ] 15 is uniform in a .
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w x Ž . mŽ mŽ . .Fix a g R, s g 0, 1 , and define f s s D G ssc a , 0 , a , 0 . We1 e e
have
D Gm sc m a , 0 , a , 0Ž .Ž .1 e e
1 Xs f 1 s f 0 q f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H
0
s D Gm 0, a , 0Ž .1 e
1 m m mq D G ssc a , 0 , a , 0 sc a , 0 ds.Ž . Ž .Ž .H 11 e e e
0
m Ž . 5 mŽ mŽ .Using the definitions of g and 12 , we see that D G ssc a , 0 , a ,e 11 e e
.5 Ž . Ž .0 is bounded uniformly in a so that, using 9b and 13 , we have
m mD G sc a , 0 , a , 0 s O e 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 e e e
uniformly in a .
In a similar fashion, we can obtain each of the following
m m 2G c a , 0 , a , 0 y e f g , a , 0 s O e , 17aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e e 1 e
m m 2D G c a , 0 , a , 0 y D f g s O e , 17bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .11 e e 0 e
m› Ge mc a , 0 , a , 0 s O e , 17cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .e›bj e
m› Ge mD c a , 0 , a , 0 s O 1 , 17dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 e›bj e
2 m› Ge m 2c a , 0 , a , 0 y D f g u u s O e , 17eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e 0 jqd kqd›b ›bk j e
m› Ge m 2c a , 0 , a , 0 y e f g , 0, a s O e . 17fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e 1›a e
mŽ . Ž .The function c a , b is a solution to 10 . We have a periodice
Ž . mŽ . Ž .solution, of period 2mre , to 1 if c a , b is a solution to 8 . Thee
m mŽ mŽ . .condition for this is P G c a , b , a , b s 0. This is equivalent toe e e
mŽ .H a , b , e s 0, where
m x dH : R = V = 0, e “ RŽ 0
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is defined by
mrem H m mH a , b , e s u t , G c a , b , a , b t dt² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hi i e e
ymre
q P L Gm c m a , b , a , b . 18Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .uu e e i
Here, V is the open ball of radius d in R dy1 with center at the origin.
From Theorem 4, we have
m m m m y2 M m reP L G c a , b , a , b F A G c a , b , a , b e .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .uu e e e e
Ž .For this reason, the second term in 18 will not contribute to the formulas
Ž . Ž .in iii ] vi .
Ž . Ž .Combining 17a and 18 , we get
mrem H 2H a , 0, e s e u t , f g t , 0, a dt q O e² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hi i 1
ymre
‘
H 2s e u t , f g t , 0, a dt q O e .² :Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H i 1
y‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .This proves iii . Parts iv ] vi are obtained in a similar way by differenti-
Ž . Ž . Ž .ating 18 and using 14 ] 17 .
mŽIt remains to establish conditions under which the equations H a , b ,
. Ž . me s 0 can be solved for a , b in terms of e . Since H is not differen-
tiable in e , the usual implicit function theorem does not apply. Instead, we
use the following result.
LEMMA 8. Let X, Y be normed and Banach spaces, respecti¤ely. Let
S ; X be a subset containing 0 and let f : S = Y “ Y be a function with the
following properties:
Ž . 1i For each x g S, f is C in y.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let us put g y s f 0, y . Gi¤en e ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such
< <that, if x - d , x g S, then
g y y f x , y - e and Dg y y D f x , y - e for all y.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii g 0 s 0 and Dg 0 is in¤ertible.
Then there exists an open neighborhood U ; X of zero and a function c :
Ž . Ž Ž ..U l S “ Y such that c 0 s 0 and f x, c x s 0.
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Proof. By taking the exchange
y1y y Dg 0 f x , y l f x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
y1y y Dg 0 g y l g y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .the conditions i , ii , remain valid and iii is replaced by
Ž .X Ž . Ž .iii g 0 s 0 and Dg 0 s 0.
Ž . Ž .Of course, the equation f x, y s 0 is replaced by f x, y s y. So in the
Ž . Ž . Ž .Xrest of the proof, the conditions i , ii , iii are considered.
1 1< Ž . < < Ž . < < <Choose r ) 0 such that g y - and Dg y - if y - r. Now4 4
< <choose d ) 0 so that when x - d , x g S,
1f x , 0 s f x , 0 y g 0 - r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 2
1D f x , y y Dg y - .Ž . Ž .2 4
Let U ; X be the open ball of radius d centered at the origin and let
V ; Y be the open ball of radius r centered at the origin. For x g U l S,
y g V, we have
1D f x , y F D f x , y y Dg y q Dg y F .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
Ž . Ž .Now fix x g U l S, y g V, and define f s s f x, sy . Then1
1 1Xf x , y s f 1 s f 0 q f s ds s f x , 0 q D f x , sy y ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 1 1 2
0 0
< Ž . <Taking norms, we get f x, y - r.
Ž . Ž ŽNow let x g U l S, y , y g V, and define f s s f x, sy q 1 y1 2 2 1
. .s y . We have2
1 Xf x , y y f x , y s f 1 y f 0 s f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 2 2 2 2
0
1
s D f x , sy q 1 y s y y y y ds.Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2 1 2 1 2
0
Taking norms, we get
1 < <f x , y y f x , y F y y y .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 22
Thus, for fixed x g U l S, f is a contraction on V. The result now
follows from the contraction mapping theorem.
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Let us now consider the special case of Theorem 7 with d s 1. In this
case, b does not appear and the condition for a periodic solution is
mŽ . Ž . Ž 2 .H a ,e s M a e q O e , where
‘1
m HM a s lim H a , e s u t , f g t , 0, a dt. 19² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 1q ee“0 y‘
If a is a simple zero of M, then one can use Lemma 8 to solve0
Ž . mŽ . Ž .1re H a , e s 0 for a . Since the condition M a s 0 is independent
of m, one gets solutions of all periods. This leads to the following result,
w xwhich is Theorem 2 in 1 .
COROLLARY 9. Let U, d be as in Theorem 2 and suppose d s 1. Let M:
Ž . Ž . XŽ .R “ R be as in 19 and assume that M a s 0, M a / 0. Then, there0 0
exists e ) 0 such that for e¤ery integer m G 1, there is a function f :0 m
Ž .0, e “ R with the following properties:0
Ž . Ž .qi lim f e s a uniformly in m.e “ 0 m 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Equation 1b has a periodic solution, t “ g t, e , of periodm
2mre such that
1
sup g t , e y g t y f e s O e .Ž . Ž . Ž .m mž /m m ey FtFe e
m Ž xProof. Let e and H : R = 0, e “ R be as in Theorem 7 and define
m w xF : R = 0, e “ R by
1¡ mH a , e if e ) 0,Ž .m ~F a , e s eŽ . ¢M a if e s 0.Ž .
w .By Lemma 8, there exist e and a function c : 0, e “ R such that0 m 0
H m c e , e s eF m c e , e s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m m
Ž m .Ž . XŽ .Furthermore, since › F r›a a , e “ M a as e “ 0 uniformly in0 0
m, the constant e can be chosen independent of m.0
We can generalize the preceding result to arbitrary d. Let U and d be as
in Theorem 2, assume d ) 1, and define functions a and constants b asi i jk
‘1
m Ha a s lim H a , 0, e s u t , f g t , 0, a dt ,² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hi i i 1q ee“0 y‘
1 F i F d,
2 m
‘› Hi H 2b s lim a , 0, e s u , D f g u u dt ,² :Ž . Ž .Hi jk i 0 dqj dqkq ›b ›be“0 y‘k j
1 F i F d, 1 F j F d y 1.
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We now define the quadratic function M: R = R dy1 = Rq“ R d by
dy1 dy1
1M a , b , e s a a e q b b b .Ž . Ž . Ý Ýi i i jk j k2
js1 ks1
Ž .THEOREM 10. Let M be as abo¤e, and suppose that M a , b , e s 00 0 0
Ž .and that D M a , b , e is nonsingular. Then there exists d ) 0 and, forŽa , b . 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . dy1each m g N, functions f : 0, d “ R, c : 0, d “ R with the follow-m m
ing properties:
Ž . Ž .qi lim f s s a .s“ 0 m 0
Ž . Ž .qii lim c s s b .s“ 0 m 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .iii If a s f s , b s sc s , e s s e , then 1b has a periodicm m 0
Ž .solution t “ g t, s , of period 2mre such thatm
1
sup g t , s y g t y f s s O s .Ž . Ž . Ž .m m2ž /s eymreFtFmre 0
dy1 m dŽ xProof. Let e , V ; R and H : R = V = 0, e “ R be as in Theo-
m dw .rem 7, and for a sufficiently small s ) 0, define F : R = V = 0, s “ R
as follows
1rs2 H m a q x , s b q y , s2e if s ) 0,Ž .Ž . Ž .i 0 0 0mF x , y , s sŽ .i ½ M a q x , b q y , e if s s 0.Ž .i 0 0 0
mŽ . mŽ . Ž .We have F 0, 0, 0 s 0 and D F 0, 0, 0 s D M a , b , e . ForŽ x, y . Ža , b . 0 0 0
each m, the result now follows from Lemma 8.
mŽ . Ž . Ž .Furthermore, D F x, y, s “ D M a , b , e as x, y, s “ 0Ž x, y . Ža , b . 0 0 0
uniformly in m, so that d can be chosen independent of m.
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